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Abstrat. The ommissioning of the Virgo gravitational wave detetor has restarted
after several major hardware upgrades arried out during winter 2005. Now Virgo is
fully operative and its sensitivity greatly improved and improving. A program of short
sienti data taking has already started and Virgo is moving toward a period of
ontinuous data taking, whih should start at the end of May. The atual status of
the Virgo detetor is reported here, desribing the atual detetor sensitivity as well
as the limiting noises and the mid-term plans.
PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 95.55.Ym
1. Introdution
The Virgo gravitational wave detetor, jointly funded by INFN (Italy) and CNRS
(Frane) and loated at the European Gravitational Observatory (EGO) near Pisa,
is a power reyled Mihelson interferometer with arms omposed of 3 km long Fabry-
Perot resonant avities [1℄. A shemati optial layout is shown in gure 1. The input
beam is generated by a 20 W high-power Nd:YVO4 laser loked to a 1 W solid state
Nd:YAG master laser. The beam enters the vauum and passes through a 144 m long
input mode leaner (IMC) whih is used both for spatial ltering of the beam and for
pre-stabilization of the laser frequeny. A small fration of the beam is sent to the rigid
referene avity (RFC), used as a frequeny referene. The beam enters then the main
interferometer, omposed by a power reyling mirror (PR), a beam splitter (BS) and
two resonant avities with at input mirrors (NI and WI) and urved terminal mirrors
(NE and WE). The beams transmitted by the avity end mirrors are sensed by both
photodiodes and quadrant split photodiodes: the signals obtained from the former are
used in the earlier stages of lok aquisition [3℄, while those from the latter are used for
automati alignment purposes, sine in Virgo the main modulation frequeny is hosen
in order to be resonant in the reyling avity and to make the upper sideband rst
transverse mode resonant in the arm avities [4℄. The beams reeted by the seondary
anti-reetion oated surfae of the beam splitter and by the power reyling mirror are
also sent outside the vauum and sensed by photodiodes and quadrant split photodiodes.
The main output beam oming from the reombination at the beam splitter passes
through an output mode leaner (OMC) whih is suspended in vauum, in order to
improve the interferometer ontrast by ltering out high order modes. The demodulation
of this beam gives the gravitational wave output signal.
All mirrors are suspended to multi-stage passive seismi isolation system
(superattenuators [2℄) whih an be ontrolled both by using loal signals or global
signals only, when the interferometer is in the nal fully ontrolled ondition.
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Figure 1. A simplied sheme of the Virgo optial layout. See the text for details.
2. Hardware modiation during winter 2005 shutdown
A three months shutdown took plae just after the C7 ommissioning run, starting from
mid September 2005 and ending in Deember of the same year. During this period
two main hardware hanges were arried out: the power reyling mirror and the whole
suspended injetion benh have been substituted.
2.1. Power reyling mirror
The power reyling mirror originally suspended was a ompound one, with a urved
seondary surfae to form the last part of the beam mathing telesope. The main
drawbak of this ompound mirror was that it showed internal resonanes between
100 Hz and 500 Hz that made the design of the ITF ontrol system more diult.
The new mirror is instead monolithi, at and has a higher reetivity (95 %
instead of 92 %). Apart from the inreased reyling gain expeted due to the
inreased reetivity, the new mirror allowed to strongly improve the performanes
of the longitudinal ontrol system, due to the absene of internal resonanes (see gure
2).
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Figure 2. Comparison of the open loop transfer funtion for the longitudinal ontrol
of a avity omposed by the PR mirror and the NI mirror. The blak urve shows a
measurement performed with the old power reyling mirror, while the red urve is a
measurement with the new mirror. Internal resonanes of the ompound PR mirror
are well visible in the latter measurement.
2.2. New suspended injetion benh
Before the shutdown, the suspended injetion benh inluded a partially reeting mirror
whih was used to attenuate the power entering the interferometer by a fator 10. This
was neessary to avoid bak-reeted light to interfere inside the IMC, spoiling the
ontrol of this avity and the level of laser frequeny noise. The new injetion benh
has been designed inluding a Faraday insulator plaed in transmission of the IMC, in
order to injet the full power inside the ITF and to avoid the quoted problem. This
insulator gives an attenuation of the beam oming bak by a fator roughly 1000, whih
proved to be suient. Another feature of the new injetion benh is the telesope used
for mathing the beam with the resonant mode of the interferometer: this telesope is
omposed of two paraboli mirrors and has been designed in order to redue as muh as
possible the astigmatism of the beam. The last important point to note is the photodiode
used for stabilizing the laser power, whih is now plaed on this suspended benh, in
vauum, in transmission of the IMC.
2.3. Aousti insulation
During another shorter shutdown, in September 2006, an aousti insulation shielding
has been installed around the laser benh and the external injetion benh. Several tests
performed after this operation shows a relevant redution of aousti noise ontamination
of the dark fringe signal.
3. Commissioning restart
The main hallenge in reovering a stable lok of the interferometer after these major
hanges was the appearane of thermal eets in the nal steps of the lok aquisition
sequene. When the interferometer is nally bring to dark fringe, meaning that the full
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Figure 3. Simplied sheme of the new suspended injetion benh. Note the mode
mathing paraboli telesope, the suspended photodiode for laser power stabilization
plaed in transmission of the IMC and the Faraday isolator.
power build-up takes plae in the arm avities, the two input mirrors start to heat up,
hanging the interferometer state and response. This eet made the development of a
working lok aquisition strategy more diult and the interferometer strongly sensitive
to the amount of input power. We were fored to derease the power injeted inside
the interferometer, whih is now of the order of 5.3 W. In this ondition it is possible
to aquire the lok, but the full sequene takes about 20 minutes, due to the need of
waiting for the mirrors to thermalize.
4. Week-end Siene Runs
From September 2006 a program of short siene data taking (week-end siene run,
WSR) has started. In mean twie per month a full week-end, starting from Friday night
until Monday morning, is dediated to ontinuous data taking, with the interferometer
loked in the best possible onguration. The main goals of this WSR program is to take
periodi pitures of the state and sensitivity of the detetor; to trak the improvement
in sensitivity, robustness and duty yle; to ollet some data in lean and ontrolled
onditions, to be used for both ommissioning and data analysis purposes; to start
moving toward the organization needed for a longer siene run. It must be noted that
the priority remains always on the ommissioning ativities, and therefore a WSR run
an be aneled or postponed if the detetor is not in good working onditions or if
there are other needs.
So far, ten week-end siene run has been performed (refer to table 1 for their dates).
Two of these has been aneled due to bad working ondition of the interferometer. All
the other runs had quite a good duty yle and the longest lok obtained so far was
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Table 1. The following table lists the dates and duty yles of past WSR runs.
Run Date Duty yle
WSR1 September 08-11, 2006 88%
WSR2 September 22-25, 2006 69%
WSR3 Otober 06-09, 2006 aneled
WSR4 Otober 13-16, 2006 aneled
WSR5 November 10-13, 2006 62%
WSR6 Deember 01-04, 2006 81%
WSR7 January 12-17, 2007 76%
WSR8 February 09-12, 2007 92%
WSR9 February 17-19, 2007 100%
WSR10 Marh 09-12, 2007 60%
that of WSR9, when the detetor was stably loked for more than 55 hours. The main
fator limiting the stability of the interferometer is linked to environmental onditions,
mainly miro-seismi ativity due to sea and wind. A lot of eorts has been devoted
to improve this situation: during the rst runs it was diult to aquire the lok with
strong wind and sea ativity, while now the situation is muh improved: the sensitivity
is however still slightly varying in dependene of the miro-seismi onditions.
In gure 4 it is possible to see the improvements in sensitivity obtained during
the last months, ompared to that of the last Virgo ommissioning run C7 whih took
plae in September 2005. The improvements in the high frequeny region (above 1 kHz)
are due to the inreased laser power when passing from C7 to WSR1 and to better
mathing of the beam and redued frequeny noise oupling for the other WSR runs.
The improvements in an intermediate frequeny region (between 200 Hz and 1 kHz)
are due to the large eorts being arried out to redue ontamination by diused and
bak-sattered light than an ouple with aousti noise and seismi vibrations of the
external benhes. The improvement between 50 Hz and 200 Hz between the rst WSR
runs and WSR7 is due to the use of a dierent and less noisy error signal for the ontrol
of one of the longitudinal degrees of freedom, namely the length of the power reyling
avity. Great improvements in the stability and auray of the angular ontrol servos
helped to redue the low frequeny RMS motion of the interferometer, allowing a better
tuning of the longitudinal ontrol systems. This resulted in the improvements visible
between WSR7 and WSR8, when a frequeny dependent noise subtration tehnique
has been used. Finally before the start of WSR10 run a soure of eletromagneti noise
has been found and redued, resulting in the strong suppression of noise in the region
around 100 Hz.
5. Noise performanes
There are several soures of noises that atually limit the sensitivity (see gure 5). At
low frequeny (between 10 and 50 Hz) the dominating soure of noise omes from the
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Figure 4. Strain sensitivity of the Virgo detetor during some of the WSR runs,
ompared to that of the C7 ommissioning run. The light gray urve is the Virgo
design sensitivity.
longitudinal ontrol servos, mainly the one ontrolling the short Mihelson degree of
freedom. Angular ontrol noise is for the moment below the atual sensitivity, and for
most of the angular degrees of freedom atually the ontribution to dark fringe noise is
even below the design sensitivity above 30-40 Hz. The noise at high frequeny (above
1 kHz) is also quite well understood, and it omes mainly from shot noise at dark fringe
and frequeny noise in a small region around 6 kHz. The noise in the intermediate
region, between 50 Hz an up to 1 kHz is likely to be due to aousti noise and seismi
noise at the level of the external benhes, reintrodued due to diused and sattered
light.
The stability and stationarity of the detetor noise has also greatly improved during
the last months, allowing stable and repeatable operation of the detetor.
6. Conlusions
The Virgo detetor sensitivity has reahed a level ompared to that of the LSC detetors
above 500 Hz (see gure 6), and very lose in the remaining part of the observational
bandwidth. Therefore the main goal of the Virgo ollaboration is to join the LSC
detetors for a oinident data taking period. This rst Virgo long siene run is planned
to start at the end of May and to ontinue for several months, at least until the end of
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Figure 5. Noise budget for the WSR10 run. MICH, PRCL and CARM urves refers to
longitudinal ontrol noise, respetively for the short Mihelson, power reyling avity
length and long avities ommon mode degrees of freedom. The shot noise is omputed
taking into aount the atual power reahing the dark fringe port. Eletroni and
phase noise are estimated using analytial models. The diused light urve shows an
example of projetions of aousti and seismi exitation of external benhes, estimated
using noise injetion.
the LIGO S5 run.
Before the beginning of the siene run, the main task for the ommissioning
remains to improve as muh as possible the detetor sensitivity and duty yle.
Main ativities onerns ontrol noise haraterization and possibly redution for
the low frequeny region; aousti shielding installation in the detetion laboratory
and substitution of sensitive optial element to redue aousti and seismi noise
ontamination due to diused and sattered light; implementation of a new eletroni
for the laser frequeny stabilization servo.
These modiations should allow to further improve the sensitivity, reahing the
level of the other detetors even in the frequeny region between 50 Hz and 500 Hz.
[1℄ http://www.virgo.infn.it
[2℄ F. Aernese et al. [Virgo Collaboration℄, Measurement of the seismi attenuation performane of
the Virgo Superattenuator, Astropartile Phys. 23 (2005) 557-565
[3℄ F. Aernese et al. [Virgo Collaboration℄, The variable nesse loking tehnique, Class. Quantum
Grav. 23 (2006) S85.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Virgo sensitivity during WSR10 with that of the LSC
detetors during S5 run.
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